
Plenary of Madrid 
26th of February 
 
Location: 
The public plenary on the 26th will take place in BBVA headquarters which is located in 
Calle Azul 4, Madrid 28050. Entrance to the auditorium is through the main entrance of 
BBVA in this street. 
 
How to get there: 
 
The best method is via taxi or equivalent as parking nearby is extremely difficult. 
Alternatively, you can use the Metro which you have two possible stations: 

1. Metro station “Las Tablas” which is line 10 as is 15 mins walking to the main entrance. 
2. Metro station “Palas de Rey” which is a light metro and is line 1. This is 5 mins walking to the 

main entrance. 
There are other alternatives such as getting the City buses called EMT. The possible buses are 172, 
173, 176 y T61. 
 
Via Google maps 

 
 
Hotels: 
 
There are plenty of hotels in Madrid. We recommend the following ones. The duration of 
time in the taxi is based on the peak hour in Madrid as it gets really busy in the morning. So 
please plan accordingly. The best method to know how traffic is in real time is by using the 
Waze app. 
 

https://www.google.es/maps/place/Calle+Sauceda,+28,+28050+Madrid/@40.5021073,-3.6662203,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0xd422bf8e924a231:0xe8fae840c66bc2d7!8m2!3d40.5021073!4d-3.6640316


Preference Hotels: 
 

● Hotel Dome (15 mins walking to BBVA event) 
● Melia Castilla (By taxi, 10 mins or less to BBVA event) 
● NH Zurbano (Center of Madrid, but is 40 mins by taxi to BBVA) 
● Hotel Sardinero (Center of Madrid, but is 40 mins by taxi to BBVA) 
● Eurostars Central (Center of Madrid, but is 40 mins by taxi to BBVA) 
● NH Madrid Las Tablas (3 mins walking to BBVA event) 
● Hotel Eurostars Madrid Tower (By Taxi, 10 mins or less to BBVA event) 

 
Of course, there are many other hotels close by that you may search for. 
 
 

 
 


